



PT. Argamas Bajatama [in] Cilegon-Banten represent privat enterprise which orienting [at] advantage ( Profit Oriented) and make a move in the field of Steel Fasteners ( Indusrti Steel). Result of yielded production in the form of annealed wire and nail;axis. PT. Argamas Bajatama which have owned ISO certificate 9002 so that very confessed [by] its credibility [in] local market and also [in] international market. This proven matter by efficacy [of] PT. Argamas Bajatama by [doing/conducting] expor to Australian state, America, Singgapura, Korea, Chinese And Taiwan. Problem of faced by PT. Argamas Bajatama [is] lowering of quality of product which [is] result. This matter [is] resulted from [by] operation system of[is quality of less tight.
Target of research taken [is] to know operation execution of[is quality of [done/conducted] by PT. Argamas Bajatama to nail;axis of[is non series, to know what is operation analysis of[is quality of [at] PT. Argamas Bajatama can improve the quality of product nail the non series and to know effort and resistance any kind of which [is] [done/conducted] [by] PT. Argamas Bajatama when [doing/conducting] operation of[is quality of in improving the quality of product nail the non series.
used [by] Research method [is] descriptive method, while data collecting technique use kepustakan study and research [of] field by observation of[is non terstuktur interview and pastisipan. Technique analyse used [by] data [is] deviasi standard.
Pursuant to from result of research [of] that [at] year period 2005 result of Production PT. Argamas Bajatama exceed given [by] tolerance [is] company ( 2,0%) that is 2,5%. resulting natural company [of] loss without selling of product from result of the production process. Factors influencing failure [of] the product / reject, resulted from [by] the condition of machine which have old and less its expert [all] worker in the field of its work.
Researcher suggestion able to tell [is] better PT. Argamas Bajatama more is paying attention [is] condition of worker and machine, competent till to be used at the (time) of production process and placed on course worker.
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